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For kinetic-powered body area networks, we explore the feasibility of converting energy harvesting patterns for device
authentication and symmetric secret keys generation continuously. The intuition is that at any given time, multiple wearable
devices harvest kinetic energy from the same user activity, such as walking, which allows them to independently observe a
common secret energy harvesting pattern not accessible to outside devices. Such continuous KEH-based authentication and key
generation is expected to be highly power efficient as it obviates the need to employ any extra sensors, such as accelerometer,
to precisely track the walking patterns. Unfortunately, lack of precise activity tracking introduces bit mismatches between
the independently generated keys, which makes KEH-based authentication and symmetric key generation a challenging
problem. We propose KEHKey, a KEH-based authentication and key generation system that employs a compressive sensing-
based information reconciliation protocol for wearable devices to effectively correct any mismatches in generated keys. We
implement KEHKey using off-the-shelf piezoelectric energy harvesting products and evaluate its performance with data
collected from 24 subjects wearing the devices on different body locations including head, torso and hands. Our results show
that KEHKey is able to generate the same key for two KEH-embedded devices at a speed of 12.57 bps while reducing energy
consumption by 59% compared to accelerometer-based methods, which makes it suitable for continuous operation. Finally,
we demonstrate that KEHKey can successfully defend against typical adversarial attacks. In particular, KEHKey is found to be
more resilient to video side channel attacks than its accelerometer-based counterparts.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The popularity of wearable devices is skyrocketing. While many of us are tracking our fitness and well-being
using devices such as FitBit and Apple Watch, a recent survey [54] shows that the wearable market is beaming
with hundreds of different types of products including smart glasses, smart jewellery, electronic garments, smart
shoes, skin patches, and even implanted medical devices (IMDs). We are heading to a future where users are
expected to have more than one wearable device continuously monitoring their bodies and providing advanced
health and other services [24].
In such multi-wearable scenario, wearable devices may need to frequently exchange highly private sensory

information for a range of tasks, such as data aggregation, sensing coordination and data relaying (from body
to cloud). However, wireless communications among wearables are prone to various attacks, such as spoofing,
man-in-the-middle (MITM) and eavesdropping attacks. Therefore, wearable devices need to establish continuous
device authentication [17, 56, 63] for secure communications. Consider a scenario that a patient with chronic
heart disease has a wearable/implanted heartbeat sensor. If the heartbeat rate drops below a certain value, this
sensor will request all other on-body health sensors, such as blood pressure sensors, to capture patient’s health
data and transmit the data to a medical center via his/her smartphone. As a result, all wearable devices need to
establish andmaintain continuous device-to-device authentication for data synchronization. Moreover, continuous
authentication also provides an additional line of defense by estimatingwhether their communication counterparts
are legitimate at, ideally, every point in time [17]. Hence, we focus on continuous device authentication as the
secure communication model in this paper.

Traditional approaches to achieving device-to-device authentication are based on a pre-deployed shared secret
key or computation-intensive public key cryptography primitives, which do not scale with the increasing number
of wearables and are not feasible for resource-limited wearable platforms. Therefore, wearable devices in body
area network (BAN) need to agree on a symmetric key without a pre-shared secret or involving public key
cryptography operations via an insecure channel to achieve device-to-device authentication. In the area of BAN
security, exploiting biometrics as shared key is the one of the most popular approaches in establishing protected
connections, as pairing devices needs no prior knowledge except the basic requirement that the devices can
capture the same biometrics from the user body. For example, Electrocardiograms (ECGs) are a common choice
for IMDs [52], where two IMDs can generate a common secret key from their independent observations of the
same ECG. Similarly, recent works [53, 67] have demonstrated that two wearable devices can extract sufficient
randomness and arrive at the same secret key by observing the gait of the user using acceleration sensors (also
known as accelerometers). While the authors of [53, 67] demonstrated the feasibility of gait-based key generation,
the power consumed by high-frequency accelerometer sampling is considered significant for small form factor
wearables, making it unsuitable for continuous authentication systems. Although rechargeable wearable devices,
such as smartphones, may not be affected significantly by power consumption, it is a critical issue for IMDs and
smart wristbands, which are designed to operate for a long time without recharging [68]. Furthermore, a recent
study revealed that accelerometer-based key pairing via gait observation is vulnerable to video side channel
attacks [13].
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Harvesting kinetic energy from human gait to power wearable sensors has become a hot research topic [31, 50,
65]. To reduce dependency on batteries, some commercial companies have already incorporated such energy
harvesting hardware in their wearable products [1–5]. Motivated by this trend, we explore the feasibility of using
kinetic energy harvesting (KEH) as a proxy to accelerometer for authentication and key generation. Different
from accelerometer, KEH does not need power supply to operate. Consequently, a major advantage of KEH-based
key generation is the potential for significant power saving arising from not sampling any accelerometer at
all. Furthermore, as we will show in Section 6.5.1, it is more resilient to video side channel attacks than its
accelerometer based counterparts. However, implementing a key generation system based on this novel sensor
modality is non-trivial. This is mainly because KEHs are not designed as precise sensors in essence, which means
that KEH-based authentication and key generation methods need to tackle more key mismatches due to the
high level of noise inherent in KEH signal. To this end, we implement a state-of-the-art Compressive Sensing
(CS)-based method [46] to correct key mismatches by introducing a sparse domain, which helps generate identical
keys with high probability.
The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
• We conduct a world first study to experimentally analyze the potential of authentication and symmetric
key generation from KEH patterns in wearable devices. Based on the outcome of this study, we propose
KEHKey, a novel KEH-based authentication and key generation system for wearable devices. The proposed
system can effectively generate symmetric keys from KEH-based gait signals collected from devices worn
on different body locations including head, torso and hands.

• We provide a proof of concept implementation of KEHKey using off-the-shelf energy harvesting hardware.
We experimentally show that KEHKey can successfully generate a shared 128-bit key by using a CS-based
reconciliation method.

• Through a comprehensive attack analysis we show that KEHKey is highly robust, and is more resilient to
video side channel attacks than accelerometer-based approaches.

• Finally, through a detailed power profiling study we show that KEHKey can reduce energy consumption
by 59% compared to accelerometer-based approaches.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Kinetic Energy Harvesting
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Fig. 1. Principle of converting kinetic energy into AC voltage using a piezoelectric KEH cantilevered beam. Generated voltage
changes polarity as the beam alternately bends upwards and downwards.

KEH is a process of converting the environmental kinetic energy into electrical energy which can be further
used to power electronics in many consumer devices. Our environment is full of kinetic energy sources such as
natural seismic vibration, wind movement, sea waves, vehicular vibration, machinery vibration, infrastructure
vibration, and human motion. Among these, human motion is the most relevant source for wearable devices
because it means wearable devices can harvest energy directly from user activities.
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The main component of a KEH system is a transducer, which converts motion into electrical voltage. Due to its
simplicity and compatibility with micro electrical mechanical system (MEMS), piezoelectric is often used for KEH
transduction [34]. Figure 1 shows a typical piezoelectric KEH transducer in the form of a cantilevered beam. One
end of the beam is fixed to the device, while the other is set free to oscillate. When the piezoelectric material is
subjected to a mechanical stress due to any motion or vibration, it expands on one side and contracts on the
other. Positive charges accumulate on the expanded side and negative charges on the contracted side, generating
an alternating current (AC) voltage as the beam oscillates around the neutral position. With the help of special
circuits, known as rectifier, the AC voltage is converted into regulated direct current (DC) which is suitable to
power various device components.

At any instant of time, the amount of AC voltage generated by KEH is proportional to the applied stress to the
piezoelectric cantilever at that time, which means that a specific human activity, such as gait, would generate a
specific AC voltage pattern over time. Thus, in theory, KEH AC voltage could act as a potential source for secret
key generation as all wearable devices worn by the same user would use the same gait activity to generate their
AC signal. However, to the best our knowledge, the true potential of KEH for generating secret keys has not been
reported in the literature.

2.2 Compressive Sensing-based Reconciliation
KEHKey has a high bit mismatch rates when two legitimate parties generates their keys independently (see
Section 3 later for more details). To address this challenge, we adopted the state-of-the-art CS-based reconciliation
here to correct mismatches [46]. In this section, we describe this method in details. The symbol notations used is
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Symbol notations

Symbol Meaning
Φ sensing matrix
N length of secret key space
M length of compressed key space
S sparsity, number of non-zero elements

xAlice , xBob secret key after quantization
∆xA,B mismatches between Alice and Bob
∆xA,E mismatches between Alice and Eve

yAlice , yBob compressed key from secret key x
∆yA,B mismatches in compressed keys between Alice and Bob
∆yA,E mismatches in compressed key between Alice and Eve

SAlice , SBob sparsity of xAlice and xBob
S∆A,B sparsity of mismatches between Alice and Bob
S∆A,E sparsity of mismatches between Alice and Eve
S ′Alice sparsity of Alice in a sparsified transformed domain
Q , P secure and effective bound for CS-based reconciliation method

2.2.1 Compressive Sensing Basis. Assume that we want to sample an unknown source or signal x with size of N
with observation or sensing samplings y with size ofM . Eq.(1) presents the linear relationship between x and y,
where Φ (Φ ∈ RM×N ) denotes the sensing matrix.

y = Φx . (1)
Usually, we will need M ≥ N so that we can solve x from y; otherwise, Eq.(1) is under-determined can’t be
solved in general form. CS theory [8, 14, 42, 61] proposes a method to recover a higher dimension signal x from a
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lower dimension observations y. When the unknown signal x is sparse (i.e., x contains zero value elements) and
the sensing matrix Φ satisfied several conditions, x can be reconstructed from y by solving the ℓ1 minimization
problem.

Specifically, Φ is said to have restricted isometry property (RIP) when it satisfies the two conditions as follows.
Firstly, x needs to be sampled incoherently. For example, Φ satisfies such condition when each element in Φ is
±1 with equal probability, i.e., symmetric Bernoulli distribution. Secondly, the number of observationsM must
be larger than a certain threshold to capture all information in x . In CS, the sparsity S , which is the number of
non-zero elements in a x (x ∈ RN ), is used to indicate the amount of information in x . The quantitative threshold
ofM in Eq.(2) has been studied and proven in [14].

M > S ∗ loд(N /S). (2)

When satisfying such condition, there is an overwhelming probability to reconstruct x from y. Eq. (2) is also
known as the sufficient condition for CS reconstruction. Apart from the sufficient condition, the necessary
condition was studied and proved in [61] as:

M > S . (3)

It states that the number of observationsM must be larger than the number of non-zero elements S , so that it is
possible to reconstruct x . Otherwise, x has more information than the number of observations, it is impossible
recover all information and reconstruct x .

2.2.2 CS-based Reconciliation. In symmetric key generation system, two legitimate parties (Alice and Bob)
generate their keys independently. Usually, we will get two keys (xAlice and xBob ) that approximates to each
other, but not exactly the same. As symmetric key generation requires bit-for-bit equal keys, an information
reconciliation stage is usually applied to correct the mismatches. Applying the CS technique in information
reconciliation was proposed in H2B [46]. The processing flow can be summarized as follows.
(1) Alice and Bob generate their keys xAlice and xBob . They have no knowledge of their pairing partner’s key

but they only know that a legitimate partner will have a similar key as their own keys. They need to inform
legitimate partner their keys via an insecure channel without leaking their keys.

(2) Alice and Bob compress their keys into yAlice and yBob using Eq.(1). Their keys xAlice and xBob generated
from random source is not sparse. Therefore, it is difficult to reconstruct yAlice from xAlice directly. We will
discuss the quantitative bound to ensure yAlice cannot be recovered from xAlice in Section 2.2.3.

(3) Alice sends her compressed keyyAlice to Bob. In CS-based information reconciliation, only one pairing party
needs to solve the computational intensive ℓ1 minimization problem. Assume that Bob is the resource-rich
party. Bob will not transmit his key to Alice. Instead, he just needs to correct his key to match that of Alice.

(4) On receivingyAlice , Bob calculates themismatch vector between two compressed keys∆yA,B = yAlice−yBob .
As Eq. (1) is a linear transform, we have ∆yA,B = yAlice − yBob = Φ(xAlice − xBob ) = Φ(∆xA,B ), where
∆xA,B is the mismatch vector between their original secret keys xAlice and xBob .

(5) Bob reconstructs ∆xA,B from ∆yA,B . Although xAlice is not sparse and cannot be reconstructed from yAlice
directly, Bob can reconstruct ∆xA,B from ∆yA,B because ∆xA,B is sparse; namely, xAlice ≈ xBob and there
are only a few non-zero elements in ∆xA,B .

(6) Finally, Bob corrects his key to match Alice’s key with the mismatch vector ∆xA,B .

2.2.3 Security Analysis of CS-based Reconciliation. When transmitted via a public communication channel, yAlice
has potential to leak two kinds of information to a malicious eavesdropper Eve. The first is xAlice , and the second
is ∆xA,E , which is the mismatch vector between Eve’s own key xEve and xalice . Such two vulnerabilities can be
addressed by selecting a properM of Φ.
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Given y and Φ are accessible to Eve via public communication channel and public knowledge respectively, she
may derive the secret x by reconstructing xAlice from either y directly or ∆xA,E by following the the protocol in
Section 2.2.2. As discussed in Section 2.2.1 earlier, the necessary condition to reconstruct x from y is shown in
Eq.(3). We can then select the lower dimension M of sensing matrix Φ to be smaller than both the sparsity of
xAlice and the sparsity of ∆xA,E . Then, Eve cannot meet the necessary condition to reconstruct xAlice or ∆xA,E .
Note that a decrease inM also reduces the probabilities of successfully pairing between two legitimate parities,
Alice and Bob.

Therefore, CS-based reconciliation has two assumptions as follows. Firstly, Eve cannot derive a more similar
key to Bob than Alice. Secondly, the mismatch vector is more sparse than the generated secret key itself.
To quantitatively selected a proper M , secure bound Q , effective bound P as well as a corollary P < M < Q

were defined in H2B [46], where Q =min(SAlice , S∆A,E ) and P = S∆A,B ∗ loд(N /S∆A,B ). Q is the minimal sparsity
of xAlice and ∆xA,E .M < Q ensures that Eve cannot meet the necessary condition in Eq.( 3). Recall that P is the
sufficient condition of ∆xA,B in Eq.( 2). M > P ensures that Bob meets the sufficient condition to reconstruct
∆xA,B . If we can find aM satisfying corollary P < M < Q , CS-based reconciliation is secure and effective.

When estimating the secure bound Q , three types of attack attempts, i.e., passive eavesdropping attacks, active
mimicking attacks, and video side channel attacks, are taken into account to examine the minimum sparsity of
∆xA,E . They will be discussed in Section 4.2 and evaluated in Section 6.5.1 respectively.

Compared to original CS-based reconciliation in H2B, we also considered a third type of vulnerabilities. The orig-
inal key xAlice is not sparse in its original domain. However, after linear transform, it may be sparse in a sparsified
domain and Eve can reconstruct xAlice in the sparsified domain. In Section 6.5.1, we will examine a popular sparsi-
fied domain (i.e., Fourier Transform domain) and modify the secure bound Q to be Q =min(SAlice , S

′
Alice , S∆A,E )

where S ′Alice is the sparsity in the transformed domain.

3 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

(a) Accelerometer (Corr=0.94) (b) KEH (Corr=0.63)

Fig. 2. Gait signal captured by KEH and accelerometer located on the chest and waist of the same user.

To empirically assess the key generation potential of KEH, we built prototype wearable devices by instrument-
ing SensorTags with piezoelectric cantilevers. The prototype also includes an accelerometer which is used to
benchmark KEH performance against accelerometer signals. While details of the prototypes and data collection
from volunteers are described later in Section 6.1.1, in Figure 2, we compare the gait signals recorded from KEH
and accelerometer which are placed on chest and waist of the same user. Our first observation is that the pair of
KEH signals are indeed correlated confirming that KEH output (e.g., voltage signal) can be potentially used as
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Fig. 3. Pearson correlation and ℓ1 distance of gait signals observed at chest and waist by KEH and accelerometer.

a secret key source. We, however, also notice that compared to accelerometer signals, KEH AC voltage signal
pairs are less close to each other, which means that generating identical keys at two different wearable devices
would be more challenging for KEH. To gain a more quantitative insight, we compute Pearson correlation and
the normalized ℓ1 distance between two gait/acceleration signals from each of the 24 volunteers and plot them in
Figure 3. Indeed, we find that KEH yields significantly lower correlation and higher ℓ1 distance for every single
participant. As a result, KEH faces significantly higher bit mismatch rates compared to accelerometer when the
signals are quantized to bits.
There are two reasons for the high level noise in KEH AC voltage. Firstly, commercial accelerometers usu-

ally contain denoising component in their electrical circuits. By comparison, KEH devices are engineered for
energy harvesting so they lack inherent denoising function. Secondly, KEH has an extremely narrow response
bandwidth [33]. The harvested power peaks within this narrow bandwidth and falls rapidly outside this band.
The resonant frequency of KEH module used in our prototype is 20Hz. Unfortunately, the frequency of human
walking activity usually lies below 10Hz [43]. Even worse, the noise around 20Hz will be amplified. In comparison,
accelerometers provide relatively flat response curves over frequency [23]. As a result, KEH voltage tends to be
more noisy than accelerometer which becomes the key design challenge in KEHKey.

4 SYSTEM MODEL
Before discussing the framework of KEHKey, we first introduce the user model and the security model.

4.1 User and Trust Model
KEHKey exploits the heterogeneity of wearable devices architecture. Only one device out of two pairing parties,
named Bob, needs to solve computational-intensive ℓ1 minimization problem, the other device, named Alice,
only needs to perform lightweight signal processing. Therefore, we can implement Bob-side KEHKey system on
resource-intensive devices such as smartphones or smart watches, and Alice-side KEHKey system on resource-
limit devices such as IMDs or wearable sensors.
Figure 4 provides an overview of KEHKey. A user has a pacemaker (Alice) which has a KEH installed, and a

smartphone (Bob) which also has a KEH installed. Assume Alice would like to upload privacy-sensitive data to a
data center. She has no knowledge of existence of Bob. She starts KEHKey process and broadcasts her request
to all nearby devices, in order to find a potential pairing parties. Bob will respond to the request. On receiving
response, Alice then starts pairing process with Bob. Two pairing parties wait for the user to walk several steps
and generate keys independently. Only legitimate devices can generate the same symmetric key. If the user has
another legitimate device that has Bob-side KEHKey system installed, Alice will start a parallel process pairing
with both devices and terminate the connection if both pairings are successful.
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Fig. 4. An illustration of KEHKey. Two kinectic-powered wearable devices independently extract an identical 8-bit key from
their respective energy harvesting patterns.

As discussed earlier, Alice and Bob may need to frequently exchange the data. KEHKey can provide continuous
device-to-device authentication as long as the user is walking. When the user is stationary, KEHKey may either
rely on the key generated in previous association (i.e., when she was walking), or give the user some hints (e.g.
via the haptic feedback widely available on the smartphones and wearable devices) to walk1. Alternatively, users
can use other KEH-based key generation methods such as [46] which utilizes heartbeat signals to generate keys.
We assume that all devices worn on the user are legitimate which means all the devices on user’s body are

trustworthy. The users are assumed to be capable of detecting such attacks if an attacker tries to modify user’
on-body devices or place any adversary device on her so that attackers cannot modify or assess a legitimate
devices before starting KEHKey.

4.2 Security Model
In the user scenario above, we identify the following desirable properties of secure communications.

• Confidentiality: Only Alice and Bob should be able to understand the contents of the transmitted message.
• Integrity: Alice and Bob want to ensure that the content of their communication not altered, either
maliciously or by accident, in transit.

• Authenticity Both Alice and Bob should be able to confirm the identity of the other party involved in the
communication.

Similar to [63], we do not consider availability in this work. This is because if an attacker (Eve) performs
jamming attacks to block the communications, the protocol cannot agree on the same key. The prevention of
jamming attacks is not the focus of this paper because many approaches have been proposed in the literature,
and KEHKey can employ them to detect such attacks. Interested readers may refer to [60, 62] for more details.
We assume that Eve has the full knowledge of the key generation mechanism and has full control of the

communication channel. Therefore, Evemay attempt to violate confidentiality via aMITM attack or eavesdropping,
to compromise integrity by modifying messages, and to compromise authenticity via identity spoofing attacks.
Here, the confidentiality is achieved by encrypting the data using the keys generated by KEHKey with

symmetric crytoghraphic primitives such as AES. The integrity is achieved by using message authentication
code (MAC) which is sometimes also referred to message integrity code (MIC). The authenticity is based on the
intuition that only legitimate devices on the same user’s body can generate the same key. Therefore, as long as
one party can generate the same key, its identity can be authenticated.

Based on the analysis above, the major concern of KEHKey is that whether Eve can derive the same secret key
as Alice and Bob do by launching three types of attacks as following.

1Apple Watches remind users to be active for at last one minute once per hour via haptic feedback.
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(1) Passive eavesdropping attack. The passive attacker knows the key generation mechanism and can
monitor the communication between Alice and Bob. By eavesdropping the public components of key
generation, Eve tries to generate a key based on her own gait information and use this key to pair with one
or both of the legitimate devices.

(2) Active mimicking attack. The active attacker can observe and study the walking style of the user. She
tries to impersonate the genuine user by mimicking the walking style of the genuine user.

(3) Video side channel attack. Researchers have shown that motion signal can be extracted from analyzing
video [70]. Therefore, we assume the video attacker can take a video of the user and extract useful gait
signal (i.e., acceleration signal) from the video clip. Then the attacker uses the extracted acceleration to
pair legitimate devices [73].

5 DESIGN DETAILS

5.1 Overview
Figure 5 provides an overview of KEHKey. The protocol contains three main stages: sampling and smoothing,
quantization, and information reconciliation. Suppose Alice and Bob are two KEH-embedded wearable devices
worn on a user. At first, Alice and Bob record the user’s gait signal simultaneously. Then, they quantize the
samples into bit streams which contain ‘1’ and ‘0’ only. Finally, Alice and Bob apply a CS-based reconciliation
approach to correct the mismatches between the initial bit streams, and generate the same key. The resourceful
Bob-side device will handle the computational-intensive mismatches recovery. They will start the process from
Stage sampling and smoothing again in the unlikely events of failing to generate the same key.

 

Information Reconciliation

KEH-1(Alice) KEH-2(Bob)

Sampling and

Smoothing

Quantization

Compression Compression

Final Key
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Fig. 5. KEHKey key generation protocol.
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5.2 Sampling and Smoothing
One of the fundamental requirements of getting the required correlation to generate a key temporally, is accurate
time synchronization of two devices as even a small offset can lead to a large decrease in correlation. On receiving
the communication request/response, two wearable devices, Alice and Bob, collect gait signals independently
and synchronize their clocks by observing the next heel strike, which can be detected accurately during each
step [67]. Raw gait data collected are then normalized to have zero-mean and the same measurement units (e.g.
International System of units).

One noise component in captured KEH signals is the limb swing. When KEHKey attempts to collect data from
a device in user’s hand or on user’s arm (e.g. smartwatch) or leg, the energy generated from the limb swing will
be added to the total KEH signal, making it difficult for the key pairing. The frequency of human walking steps
usually lies between 1.6 − 2.8Hz [43], and the useful human motion lies below 10Hz [35]. On the contrary, the
frequency of the limb swing is usually half of the walking step frequency [30]. Figure 6(a) presents KEH signals
captured in hand and on the torso of the same user with high frequency components filtered out. It is clear that
the step frequency on torso is as twice as that on the arm. Therefore, we can filter out with a band pass filter
if the user swings her arm or leg naturally. In KEHKey, we implement a 1 to 10Hz band pass filter to remove
the limb swing component and the high frequency noise. As KEH signals are noisier than acceleration signals,
we apply an exponential moving average (EMA) filter to further improve the smoothness of the KEH signals.
Figure 6(b) shows the results of hand-to-torso pairing after we smooth the data using the bandpass filter and
EMA. The correlation increases from 0.24 to 0.75, significantly improving the device pairing.

5.3 Quantization
Quantization basically refers to the process of converting the samples of gait signal into binary values, which
ultimately constitute the bits of the symmetric key. This process is analogous to the widely used analog-to-digital
(ADC) converter, except that not all samples are converted to bits and some of the samples are dropped. KEHKey
uses the method in [40, 72] to quantize gait signals into bits series xAlice and xBob .

(a) KEH signals with low pass filter (Corr=0.24) (b) KEH signals with band pass filter (Corr=0.75)

Fig. 6. Hand-to-torso pairing of KEH signals captured on the same user.

The quantization boundary is the mean value in a sliding non-overlapping quantization window, so that each
sample is quantized into one bit with equal probability, either 1 if the sample is larger than the boundary, or 0 if
the sample is smaller than the boundary.
A guard band is inserted in the middle to avoid potential mismatches. KEHKey discards all bits that fall in

guard bands. These bits are located near the quantization boundary, corresponding to potential mismatching bits.
Guard bands are characterized by the guard band ratio α . The guard band ratio, which indicates the portion of
the guard band, is a tunable parameter of system performance. As a result of a large guard band ratio, more bits
are discarded as potential mismatches, and similarity of keys generated by two parties increases. A quantization
example in Figure 7 illustrates this fact. In this quantization method, mismatching bits originate from two aspects.
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First, some samples are discarded by one party while kept by the other party, such as sample 1 in Figure 7. Second,
some samples are quantized into different bits by different parties, such as sample 7, 8 when α = 0.2.

Fig. 7. Quantization example using guard bands. For α = 0.2, there are 11/25 mismatches. For α = 0.3, there are 8/25
mismatches.

5.4 Information Reconciliation with CS
As discussed in Section 2.2, we implement CS-based information reconciliation after quantization. We need to
tune the system parameters N andM to satisfy the condition of CS-based reconciliation, i.e. P > M > Q , so that
the system is secure and effective. Recommended by NIST [9], a symmetric key must has at least 128-bit length
to prevent brute-force attacks so we select N = 128 and tune the sensing dimensionM . The evaluation results of
P and Q are shown in Section 6.2.3.
When yAlice is sent via an insecure channel, Eve may modify yAlice in reconciliation step to violate in-

tegrity. A MAC method is thereby implemented to verify the message [11]. Here, We code yAlice to LAlice =
{yAlice ,MAC(kAlice ,yAlice )}, by treating kAlice as the shared secret. On receiving LAlice , Bob can obtain kAlice
as mentioned above and also protect the integrity and the authenticity of the key via the MAC method. If the
message is modified, the derived x ′

Bob will be different from kAlice so that Bob cannot produce a correct LAlice
value. The message is thereby discarded.

6 EVALUATION

6.1 Goals, Metrics and Methodology
The goals of evaluation are threefold: 1) to evaluate the performance of KEHKey; 2) to analyze the security of
KEHKey against various attack attempts; 3) to evaluate power consumption saved by KEHKey compared to
conventional accelerometer-based methods.

6.1.1 KEH Prototype. We built four prototype devices by instrumenting SensorTags2 from Texas Instruments
with PPA 1001 piezoelectric cantilevers produced by MIDE Technology [4]. We added weights to the piezoelectric
cantilevers to reduce their resonance frequencies down to the minimum possible value of 20Hz, which is close to
the vibration frequencies of human activities. The SensorTags feature a Cortex-M4 microcontroller and an MPU-
9250 inertial measurement chip with a built-in 3-axis accelerometer3. Both Cortex-M4 and MPU-9250 have built-in
2SensorTag: http://www.ti.com
3MPU-9250: https://www.invensense.com/products/motion-tracking/9-axis/mpu-9250/
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(a) KEH Prototype (b) Indoor Walking Path

Fig. 8. KEH Prototype and Data Collection.

analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) and the piezoelectric cantilever and the accelerometer were sampled by ADC
at the highest possible rate of 128 Hz allowed by the Operating System (OS)4 so we could later downsample the
data as necessary5. KEH was sampled directly by the ADC inside Cortex-M4 so the microcontroller could access
them directly. The accelerometer, on the other hand, was sampled by MPU-9250 and hence the microcontroller
has to use the Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) bus to obtain the accelerometer samples. All sampling data is saved
on a on-board flash storage, which allows post processing of data in MATLAB. The size of each prototype device
is 49 x 52 x 104 mm3 as shown in Figure 8(a).

6.1.2 Data Collection. We collected KEH and accelerometer samples from 24 participants (20 males and 4 females,
age: 18 - 44, height: 155 - 183cm, weight: 51 - 96kg)6. All participants wore four prototypes, on their chest, waist,
head and hands as shown in Figure 8(c). The participants walked along an 88 meter indoor path shown in
Figure 8(b) for two laps (a total of 176 meters) at their normal speed. Each device was started manually by pressing
a button and terminated automatically after collecting 20, 000 samples from both KEH and accelerometer at 128
Hz. These samples were later processed to analyze the key generation performance of KEH.

6.1.3 Evaluation Metrics. Three metrics are selected to quantitatively evaluate the performance of KEHKey.
• Bit agreement rate. Bit agreement rate denotes the percentage of matching bits in keys generated by two
parties. This metric evaluates the potential that two parties (either two legitimate devices or a legitimate
and an adversary device) can generate the same key.

• Bit rate. Bit rate denotes the number of bits generated in unit time, measured in bits per second (bps). This
metric evaluates how fast KEHKey can generate a secret key.

• Entropy. Entropy denotes randomness in generated keys. This metric indicates how difficult an attacker
can guess the key.

6.2 Parameters Tuning
To tune KEHKey to the best performance, we examine impacts of deterministic factors in KEHKey protocol,
including the sampling frequency in data collection step, the guard band ratio α in quantization step, and the
sensing dimension M in reconciliation step. We select the data from 12 out of 24 participants randomly for
4Contiki OS: http://www.contiki-os.org
5Our evaluation showed that 20 Hz sampling rate provides good performance.
6Ethical approval for carrying out this experiment has been granted by the corresponding organization (Approval Number HC17008).
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the purpose of parameter tuning. Evaluations of parameters are presented with the average values and 95%
confidence intervals of the dataset.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 9. Figure (a)-(c) show the impact of sampling rate on agreement rate, bit rate and entropy, respectively. Figure (d)-(f)
show the impact of guard band ratio α on agreement rate, bit rate and entropy, respectively.

6.2.1 Sampling Rate. The sampling rate in the data sampler is 128Hz. For parameter tuning, we downsample the
original signal from 128Hz to 20Hz.

Figure 9 shows the impact of sampling rate and the guard band ratio α on three evaluation metrics. In Figure
9(a) and 9(c), we can see that reducing sampling rate does not affect bit agreement rate and entropy significantly.
In Figure 9(b), the sampling frequency has significant impact on the bit rate. The bit rate increases with the
growth of sampling rate. This is intuitive because we can generate more bits with more samples. Based on the
results in this experiment, we choose 128Hz sampling rate in KEHKey because it can achieve high bit rate while
reaching high bit agreement rate and entropy.

6.2.2 Guard Band Ratio. As discussed in Section 5.3, the guard band is introduced to reduce mismatches because
bits falling near the boundary of quantization levels are likely to be quantized differently (recall Figure 7).
Meanwhile, it also determines how many bits are discarded. Therefore, there is a trade-off between bit agreement
rate and bit rate. Figure 9(d) to 9(f) show the impact of α on bit agreement rate, bit rate and entropy, respectively.
From Figure 9(d), we find that the average bit agreement rate increases from 85% to 100% when α increases from
0 to 0.8. In the meantime, from Figure 9(e) we can see that the bit rate decreases from 128bps to 5bps as the
increase of α . Figure 9(f) shows that the entropy decreases slightly when α increases. Based on these results, we
choose α = 0.7 in KEHKey as the primary goal of a key agreement protocol is to generate the same key.

6.2.3 Dimensions of Sensing Matrix. KEHKey employs a CS-based method for reconciliation as discussed in
Section 2.2. The deterministic parameter in CS-based method is the dimensions of sensing matrix, more precisely,
the number of rowsM .
Figure 10 shows the sparsity statistics of randomly selected participants in our dataset, where SAlice denotes

the sparsity of the original key and S ′Alice denotes the sparsity in Fourier Transformed domain of the key. As
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Fig. 10. Sparsity for CS-based reconciliation.

described in Section 5.4, M must satisfy P < M < Q to be effective and secure (i.e., provide confidentiality
to the key transmitted over public communication channels). We can see that the minimum possible value of
P = S∆A,B ∗ loд(N /S∆A,B ) is 28 and the maximum possible value of Q = min(SAlice , S

′
Alice , S∆A,E ) is 35. There

exists aM that is larger than P and smaller than Q . As long as we can ensure the security of the key,M is desired
to be as large as possible for better error correction capability. We selectM = 35 so that CS-based reconciliation
method can be effective and secure.

6.2.4 Overall Performance. After parameter tuning, we find the optimal combinations of parameters which are
listed in Table 2. Under this parameter selection, we evaluate the performance of KEHKey based on the data from
the remaining 12 participants.
The evaluation results show that KEHKey can successfully generate a pair of symmetric keys for legitimate

devices at an average key generation rate of 12.57bps.

Table 2. Optimal parameters.

Sample rate(Hz) Guard band α M
128 0.7 35

6.3 Comparison of CS-based Reconciliation
We compare the CS-based reconciliation with Error Correction Code (ECC)-based method which has been widely
used in previous studies [15, 39, 67, 69]. The ECC is selected to be Reed-Solomon code with 15 bits codeword and
3 bits original message, i.e., RS(15, 3). The success rate of CS-based method is 100% while RS(15,3) can achieve
72.34% success rate only. Here, we use success rate as the evaluation metric, which means the probability of two
parties deriving the same key.

6.4 Impact of Different Body Locations
Figure 11 shows the raw and smoothed gait signals on four different body locations. Four body locations have
different different amplitude and waveforms with raw signals. After the frequency components smaller than 1Hz
and larger than 10Hz are filtered out, the remaining components, which correspond to energy generated from
gait cycle, have relatively high correlations. Their mutual correlations and average key agreement rate are shown
in Table 3.

Table 3. Mutual correlation on four different body locations

Location Pair Hand-Waist Hand-Chest Hand-Head Waist-Chest Waist-Head Chest-Head
Correlation 0.7556 0.6400 0.7208 0.7878 0.7117 0.6221
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(a) Raw signals. (b) Smoothed signals.

Fig. 11. Gait signals captured on four different body locations.

6.5 Security Analysis

(a) Setup. (b) Agreement rate of attacks.

(c) Acceleration produced by the video.

Fig. 12. Attack attempts on KEHKey.

6.5.1 Resiliency against Attacks. As discussed in Section 4.2, Eve has full knowledge of KEHKey and can eavesdrop
or modify the message transmitted between Alice and Bob. In this section, we examine the robustness of KEHKey
against three attack attempts: passive eavesdropping attack, active mimicking attack, and video side channel
attack.
The experiment for three types of attack attempts were undertaken as follows. For the passive attacks, we

mutually paired the gait signal of different participants. For the active mimicking attacks, we grouped the 24
subjects into 12 pairs. Each subject was asked to mimic her/his partner’s walking style and try to imitate her/him.
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The genders of the subjects in a pair are the same and the attacker wore a data sampler at the same location as
the genuine user.
A video side channel attacker firstly films genuine user’s walking and tracks a legitimate device using a

slow-motion camera, and then extract acceleration of the tracked devices from the video using computer vision-
based tracking technique such as [73]. Finally, the attacker submits the extracted acceleration signals to pair
the legitimate device. The dataset for video attacker was collected independently as shown in Figure 12(a). We
recruited 7 participants (6 males and 1 females), and asked each participant to wear a data sampler on his/her
waist and walk on a treadmill for 50 steps. A slow-motion camera at 60 frame per second were used for filming the
whole walking procedure and tracking the data sampler worn on user’s waist. Many unrealistic advantages were
deliberately given to the video attacker to study the robustness of KEHKey against video attacks. For example, we
ask genuine users to walk in a treadmill so that the attacker’s camera had a very close observation on user’s waist
to generate an accurate acceleration signal of his/her gait; we asked each genuine user to wear an explicit tracker
(see Figure 12(a)) so the feature-based computer vision gait tracking tasks are easier. Considering unrealistic
advantages given to attackers, we anticipate that it will be significantly more difficult for the attacker to obtain
similar results reported here.

Figure 12(b) shows results of different types of attackers’ attempts, where KEHKey is tuned with α = 0.7 and
M = 35. We find that mimicking attacks can achieve the highest attacking possibility which is 74.17%. Passive
attacks performed the second and the highest bit agreement rate is slightly lower than that of mimicking attacks.
Video side channel attacks can at most achieve 53.06% agreement rate. Please note that the attackers are not
aware which bits (i.e., the locations of the bits in the two keys) are matched, so the attackers will have 0 success
rate.
A recent study [13] reported that a sophisticated adversary using video side channel attacks can exploit

the vulnerabilities of four existing gait-based pairing systems using accelerometers and obtain the secret keys
successfully. However, since KEH is a different sensing modality, video side channel attacks are not effective
for KEHKey as shown in Figure 12(b). Figure 12(c) further compares the acceleration produced from video, the
acceleration and the KEH readings captured using prototype devices simultaneously. All three signals were
normalized and smoothed before converting into bits. We can see that the acceleration reproduced by video side
channel attackers is close to the acceleration captured by accelerometers but very different from the KEH signal
(especially for the high frequency micro motions). Further analysis using our dataset shows that the correlation
between video-based acceleration and accelerometer-based acceleration is approximately 0.7 while the correlation
between video-based acceleration and KEH signals is less than 0.3. It implies that KEHKey is more resilient to the
video side channel attacks than its accelerometer-based counterparts.

6.5.2 Randomness of Secret Bits. To validate the randomness of the secret bit streams produced by KEHKey,
the NIST suite of statistical tests (NIST-SP800-22) [10] are applied. P-values in Table 4 represent the probability
that the bit streams are generated from a random process. If a p-value is less than a threshold (usually 1%), the
randomness hypothesis is rejected. Table 4 shows that NIST tests of the bit streams of KEHKey have p-values
larger than 1%. When there are multiple results such as the non-overlapping template tests, only the smallest
P-value is listed.

6.6 Microbenchmarks
KEH is a passive device which does not require any power input. On the contrary, accelerometers are active
devices, which must be supplied with power for it to take a measurement. As such, in theory, KEH should be more
energy efficient for collecting the samples used for key generation, which we intend to study experimentally. On
the other hand, the proposed compressive sensing involves complex computations, whose energy consumption
must be analyzed to obtain a comprehensive picture of energy consumption for KEHKey.
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Table 4. NIST Test Results

NIST Test p-value
Approximate Entropy 0.024319

Block Frequency 0.010061
Cumulative Sums 0.271086

FFT Test 0.863372
Frequency 0.857972

Linear Complexity 0.051833
Longest Run 0.038054

Non overlapping Template 0.094303
Overlapping Template 0.017909

Rank 0.809631
Runs 0.112171
Serial 0.312711

Note that the CS computations in the proposed CS-based reconciliation needs to be executed only in one of the
two devices trying to generate the symmetric key. As such, it makes sense to implement CS in more powerful
wearable/personal devices, such as smartphone, smartwatch, or smartglasses when they try to pair with the more
resource-constrained devices, such as smart necklaces, smart wristbands, or IMDs.

6.6.1 Energy Consumption in Resource-limited Devices. Considering the scenario that resource-limited devices
perform data sampling, key compression, and data transmission tasks only and offload the computation-intensive
key reconstruction task to their pairing parties. We implement all these tasks in our prototype device and measure
its energy consumption. In our energy measurement setup (Figure 13), we connect the SensorTag to a Tektronix
TBS-1052B oscilloscope through an external resistor. The SensorTag is controlled by the latest version of Contiki
OS, which duty cycles the MCU to save power. For KEH sampling, MPU9250 and the I2C bus are turned off. All
unnecessary components of the SensorTag, including the SPI bus and other on-board sensors are powered-off.
Although MPU9250 is a 9-axis sensor, combining a 3-axis gyroscope, 3-axis compass, and 3-axis accelerometer,
we enabled only the 3-axis accelerometer and turned off the other two sensors. Since the instantaneous power
consumption of the SensorTag fluctuates, we use the built-in function in the oscilloscope to measure the average
power consumption.

Fig. 13. SensorTag power consumption measurement setup with a resistance of 10Ω.
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The measurement results of power consumption in sampling KEH and accelerometer with different sampling
rates are given in Table 5. More specifically, as mentioned in Section 6.5, the KEH devices need to be sampled at
128Hz to achieve a successful paired key on 12.61 bit/second. This results in 33µWpower consumption in sampling
the KEH signal on a single device. For comparison, we consider the Gait-key case [67] in which two devices using
the acceleration signal to generate keys. According to our experiments, only 20Hz sampling rate is needed to
achieve a comparable performance to the KEH-based pairing. In particular, we found that accelerometer-based
pairing is able to achieve 97.13% rate in generating successful paired key with 15.64 bit/second. Table 5, shows
that 118µW of power consumption in sampling accelerometer acceleration signal at 20Hz sampling rate. The
energy consumption for sampling are 33/12.57 = 2.62µJ/bit for KEH devices and 118/15.64 = 7.54µJ/bit for
accelerometers respectively. The compressing matrix is a 35 × 128 Bernoulli matrix as mentioned in Section 6.5.
The compressed key yAlice has the size of 35 bytes and the MAC code has the size of 16 bytes. In our prototypes,
the data are transmitted using a Bluetooth low energy (BLE) beacon. The energy consumption of compression
and transmission are measured to be 72.08µJ and 28.6µJ respectively. Note that the energy consumption of
compression and transmission is the same for KEH and accelerometer.

Considering a continuous authentication scenario, a device runs KEHKey and generates a 128-bit key for device
authentication once per minute. The energy required for sampling, compression, and transmission once per minute
is 7.54×128+72.08+28.6 = 1065.8µJ for an accelerometer-based system and 2.62×128+72.08+28.6 = 436.04µJ for
KEHKey respectively. Therefore, KEHKey can reduce (1065.8 − 436.04)/1065.08 = 59.06% of energy consumption
in a resource-limited device.

Table 5. Power consumption (µW) in data sampling with different sampling rates.

Sampling Rate KEH Signal Accelerometer
20Hz 10 118
100Hz 27 633
128Hz 33 858

6.6.2 Energy Consumption in Resource-rich Devices. Exploiting the heterogeneity of wearable devices architecture,
we implement the proposed CS-based reconciliation method on three different powerful wearable devices, namely
Vuzix Smartglass, Samsung Smartwatch, and Google Nexus 4 smartphone and measure energy consumption
for each platform using a widely used open-source tool PowerTutor7. To get an insight to practical processing
times of CS-based reconciliation, we also monitor the elapsed time from the console of the Eclipse development
environment. Table 6 shows the average results of the time and energy consumption of one-time CS-based
reconciliations from 30 repetitions (one-time reconciliation means one recovery process of the mismatch vector,
which requires to solve a ℓ1 minimization problem).

Table 6. Resource consumption of different devices.

Device Time(ms) Energy(mJ)
Vuzix Smartglass 102 33

Samsung Smartwatch 54 28.5
Google Nexus 4 62 48.7

7http://ziyang.eecs.umich.edu/projects/powertutor/
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We can see that a single CS reconciliation can be executed in 100 ms or less and consumes only 48.7mJ at
most, which means that even if a user runs KEHKey for 24 hours per day and generate keys once per minute, it
will consume only 0.15% of the total battery energy per day in Google Nexus 4 (for a typical 3.8V and 2100mAh
battery, which is equivalent to 2.9 ∗ 107mJ ).

6.7 Practical Key Generation Rate
In Section 6.2, the bit rate of KEHKey system is 12.57 bit/second. However, this is actually the key generation
rate when user is walking. In practice, the number of walking steps varies for different users and during different
time. A recent study [7] showed that factors including age, gender, body mass index, countries, and time of day
can affect the number of walking steps within a unit time. Among all these factors, different time of day show the
significant impact and a clear rules, so we want to model walking steps on this factor to represent the practical
key generation rate in the real world.

6.7.1 Modeling Walking Steps in Different Time of Day. To evaluate the real key generation speed during different
time in a day, we model the walking steps density in a day as a mixture Gaussian distribution of time. Assuming
the average walking step of a user in a day is fixed, considering the time in a day T (from 0:00 to 24:00) as a
random variable, a typical probability density function (PDF) of Gaussian distribution is depicted in Eq. ( 4).

f (T | µ,σ 2) =
1

√
2πσ 2

e−
(T−µ )2
2σ 2 (4)

where µ, and σ indicate mean, standard deviation of timeT respectively. Based on a public dataset [7], the walking
step density, namely, average walking steps for 30 minutes, can be modeled as mixture Gaussian distribution
comprised of three random Gaussian distributions. The model reflects a fact that walking activities of a normal
user in a time usually centralize at three different time periods, namely morning, noon, and afternoon. Specifically,
the density of walking steps for each time period roughly follows Gaussian distribution, with their corresponding
the mean µ, and the standard deviation σ . Coupling three Gaussian distribution together with the weightwi and
the gain A, we can describe the walking step density in a day in Eq. ( 5). Normally, the weightwi denotes the
proportion of walking steps in three different time period and the gain A corresponds to the total walking steps
in a day. Therefore, we can a set of ten parameters {A,wi , µi , σi , (i = 1, 2, 3)} to describe the model of walking
steps in different time in a day. With different age, gender, countries, etc., this set of parameters would change
accordingly to show the accurate estimation of the real walking data.

D(T ) = A
3∑
i=1

wi f (T | µi ,σ
2
i ) (5)

Given the number of walking steps within a unit of time, we can further calculate the key generation rate in the
corresponding time with Eq. ( 6), where ρ indicate the number of bits generated for each step. In KEHKey system,
it is 6.98 bits/step.

BitRate(T ) = ρD(T ) (6)

6.7.2 Evaluation with Practical Dataset. To demonstrate the practicality of our model, we analyze the dataset
provided with the article [7] of the average walking steps of people in U.S. during weekdays and weekends.
This dataset is collected on smartphone from over 68 million days of activity by 717,527 individuals across 111
countries. We focused on walking data and extracted data from U.S. to plot the red curves in Figure 14(a) and
Figure 14(b), which represent the average number of walk steps in different time of a day in weekdays and
weekends respectively. We tuned the parameter set of mixture Gaussian distribution with the data and the
results are listed in Table 7. For example, the gain A represents approximation of average steps in a day of this
model, which is 3400 steps during weekdays, and 3500 steps during weekends. Three different weightswi show
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(a) (b)

Fig. 14. Modeling average walk steps on different time in a day with Mixture Gaussian distribution. Red line denotes real
data, and blue line denotes estimation from mixture Gaussian distribution modelling.

Table 7. Tuned parameters for average walking steps of people in U.S.

Parameters Weekdays Weekends Weekdays High Walk-ability Weekdays LowWalk-ability
A (step) 3400 3500 3900 3200
w1 0.175 0.0725 0.21 0.18

µ1 (time) 8.3 11 8.4 8
σ1 (hour) 1.3 1.5 1.3 1.5

w2 0.28 0.6 0.19 0.31
µ2 12 14 12 12
σ2 1.8 4 1.4 2
w2 0.545 0.3275 0.6 0.51
µ2 17.8 18.8 17.5 17.5
σ2 2.8 5 3 3

proportion of walking periods, which are {0.175, 0.28, 0.545} during weekdays, and {0.0725, 0.6, 0.3275} during
weekends. These parameters reveal the fact that people tends to walk the most after works during weekdays and
around noon during weekends. Three Gaussian distributions illustrate the walking steps of three different time
periods. During weekdays, we can see walking steps in the morning period centralize at 8:18 am and have a 1.3
hours standard deviation. On the other hand, walking steps in the morning period during weekends centralize
at 11 am and have 1.5 hours standard deviation. The model representation in blue curves in Figure 14(a) and
Figure 14(b) show a good approximation to the real world data.
The current model is based on the global data of U.S., a more accurate model can be derived given sufficient

data with narrower user range. For example, the paper [7] classify the people into high walk-ability and low
walk-ability according to their city. We can use the high and low walk-ability data to derive new parameter
settings respectively and approximate the real-world key generation rate more precisely. The tuned parameters
of high and low walk-ability during weekdays are listed in Table 7, and the comparison between estimation and
real-world data are illustrated in Figure 15.
On deriving the model representation of walking steps, we can further compute the practical bit rate using

Eq. (6). For example, the bit rate for people in U.S. is 1.332 bit/second at 18:30 for people in a high walk-ability
city during weekdays, and 0.875 bit/second at 18:30 for people in a low walk-ability city. We note that this is
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(a) (b)

Fig. 15. High and low walk-ability models. Red line denotes real data, and blue line denotes estimation frommixture Gaussian
distribution modelling.

the passive bit generation rate, and we can expect faster rates when a user walks consciously for faster key
generation.

7 DISCUSSION

7.1 Comparison with State-of-the-art Key Generation System
Regardless of difference in working scenarios, underlying biometrics, as well as signal processing methods,
symmetric key generation systems can be evaluated using bit rate, which indicates the key generation speed,
and energy consumed to generate a 128-bit key. We implemented two state-of-the-art systems, H2B [46] and
Gait-key [67] to evaluate the performance of KEHKey. When evaluating energy consumption, we implemented
Gait-key and computational-intensive CS recovery in H2B or KEHKey on Google Nexus 4 as a prototype of
resourceful devices. We used SensorTag as the prototype of the resource-constraint devices. The comparison
results are revealed in Table 8. Gait-key (4-ary) based on in-built accelerometers can generate bits with fastest
speed at 37 bit/s. H2B, limited to its biometrics, i.e. the IPI of heartbeat, can only generate key at 3 bit/s. One of
the advantages of KEHKey is that it has the lowest energy consumption for a 128-bit key, consuming only 49 mJ
on resourceful devices and 0.43 mJ on resource-constraint devices.

Table 8. Comparison of bit rate, energy consumption for state-of-the-art key generation system

System bit rate (bit/s) energy consumption (mJ)
Gait-key(2-ary) 28 198.5
Gait-key(4-ary) 37 198.5

H2B (resourceful device) 3 164
H2B (resource-constraint device) 3 21
KEHKey (resourceful device) 12.57 49

KEHKey (resource-constraint device) 12.57 0.43
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7.2 Resiliency against Video Attack
In Section 6.5.1, we experimentally showed that KEHKey, as a different sensing modality to accelerometer, is
highly resilient to video side channel attacks. However, future work on KEH operation mechanism is needed to
analyze its fundamental limitations to such attacks.

7.3 Simultaneous Harvesting and Sensing
KEHKey targets wearable devices with KEH as their energy source. Although an KEH is used as a sensor not
an energy harvester in the experiment, it is not clear whether the sensing function will be affected by energy
harvesting function, if two functions are implemented together. An recent study [38] reveals that when KEHs
are used for simultaneously sensing and energy harvesting, the amplitude of captured KEH signals may change
while the curve pattern such as phase will remain the same. The quantization step (see Section 5.3) in KEHKey
depends on curve pattern rather than absolute amplitude values and the KEH values are normalized inside a
window (see Figure 7), so we believe that simultaneously energy harvesting will have little impact on KEHKey.

8 RELATED WORK
Key generation or channel authentication applications for BAN. Biometrics is the most popular trend
in this direction. Among all biometrics, electrocardiograms (ECGs) are most common choice of key material
especially for IMDs. This trend starts from a study showing that the time between interpulse interval (IPI) has a
high level of randomness [45]. The following researches in this direction include H2B [46], Heart2Heart [51],
OPFKA [25], IMDGuard [66], PSKA [57], etc. Besides ECG, other human motions, especially shaking two pairing
devices together, are also suitable as shared information for key generation of on-body devices. Researchers
extracted shared information from shaking activities from acceleration signals and paired two devices based on
the shared information on either frequency domain [16, 41] or time-domain [12, 29]. Gait-based key system was
recently developed [49, 53, 67]. Unlike IPI, stride length cannot be used as reliable randomness source, as this
information can be easily leaked to a malicious attacker. The previous studies utilized the whole waveform of
gait cycle as a weak random source for key generation. Other directions in this field include distance-bounding
protocols, which relies on received signal strength (RSS) or other channel information [48] [55], out-of-band
(OOB) authentication, which utilized auxiliary channels for authentication [21], etc.

Gait-based applications. Studies on gait have been well developed from the beginning of this century. In
the early stage, gait recognition is mostly vision based. Captured in the form of video or images, both structural
gait (or gait shape) and dynamic gait can be extracted for human recognition [22, 26, 32, 36]. Extended from
these studies, dynamic gait features, which can be captured using accelerometer, were found to be sufficient to
identify people [6]. This makes gait-based applications on wearable devices plausible as gait dynamics can be
always captured by on-body accelerometers when needed. Ailisto et al. developed a user identification system, as
the first work in this direction, and showed that time series of accelerometers signals can be directly used as
features for user identification [6]. Gafurov et al. developed a gait-based user authentication system by attaching
accelerometers in a fixed direction [18–20] . Vildjiounaite et al. developed an automatic user authentication system
for wearable devices by recognizing the gait and the voice [58]. They used both time-series and frequency-domain
template to match the gait signal. Recently, gait-based platform has changed from standalone accelerometer
system to smartphones, which usually has accelerometers installed. With in-built accelerometers on smartphones,
various user authentication systems have been developed by capturing gait dynamics [37, 44, 47].

KEH applications. The aim of introducing KEHs to wearable devices is to address the challenge of minimal
maintenance and long operating life requirement in wearable devices. Therefore, the studies on this field focused
on two directions: either optimizing energy harvesting of KEHs, or exploiting sensory features of KEHs to
replace energy consuming wearable sensors. Researches on KEHs focusing on optimization of energy harvesting
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include [59, 64, 71, 74]. Our work belongs to the second category, i.e. exploiting sensory features of KEHs. In
this direction, Khalifa et al. [28] implemented human activity recognition (HAR) system, named HARKE, with
KEHs to realize functionality of conventional accelerometers. Khalifa et al. [27] and Lan et al. [33] implemented
KEHs to realize functionality of microphones as KEHs are able to sense incoming vibration so that the authors
can detect hot words or maintain communication based on KEHs. Xu et al. [68] developed a gait recognition
and wearer authentication with KEHs named KEH-gait. The gait signals extracted in their work are based on
time-domain voltage readings of KEH. They segmented the signal into gait cycles and classified each gait cycle
for wearer authentication.
New contributions of KEHKey. Among state-of-the-art works, KEH-gait [68], Gait-key [67], H2B [46], are

closely related to KEHKey. KEH-gait presents the probability of using KEH to sample gait signals. Based on the
feasibility, Xu et al. developed a user authentication system which exploits repeated patterns from gait dynamic as
a fingerprint to identify users. KEHKey is a device-to-device authentication or symmetric key generation system
aiming to pair two devices on the same body. Instead of exploiting repeated patterns as KEH-gait, KEHKey relies
on temporal similarities among gait signals on different body locations, making it a different application of KEH.
Gait-key is a gait-based key generation system relying on in-built accelerometers. By replacing accelerometers
with KEHs, the energy consumption can be reduced in KEHKey as shown in Section 6.6. Lin et al. developed a
heartbeat-based key generation system, named H2B, for body area network with piezoelectric sensor, where they
introduced the CS-based reconciliation. As piezoelectric sensors are the main component of KEH used in KEHkey
as discussed in Section 2, the scenario of H2B is similar to that of KEHKey in this context. However, instead of
using IPI in heartbeat signals, we exploited gait as the key source and implemented different quantization methods
for the key generation. In order to sample heartbeat vibrational signals, H2B has to use a small piezoelectric
vibrational sensor to be attached to skin. In KEHKey, we don’t have such limits. Instead, our system is based on
an off-the-shelf KEH. By adding mass to it, the vibration on these sensors is significantly stronger than those
used in H2B. Therefore, KEHKey can achieve higher probability of successful pairing and higher bit generation
rate, as shown in Section 6.2. The disadvantage of KEHKey is that the users have to walk for key generation.

9 CONCLUSION
We have experimentally evaluated the authentication and key generation potential of piezoelectric KEH for BANs
and found that KEH suffers from high key-disagreement rates. We have demonstrated that the key-disagreement
problem of KEH can be effectively overcome with compressive-sensing-based information reconciliation, which
can improve the agreement rate from 72.34% to 100% compared to conventional ECC-based reconciliation. Our
evaluation results show that KEHKey is able to successfully generate the same key at the rate of 12.57 bits/second
on different body locations including head, torso and hands. Our results have also confirmed that KEHKey is
highly resilient against common attacks, including the video side channel attack, which is known to be effective
for accelerometer-based key generation [13]. Finally, our power-profiling experiments have confirmed that
KEHKey can potentially reduce energy consumption by 59% compared to the accelerometer-based approach,
which makes it a suitable solution for continuous authentication and key generation in BAN.
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